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NOTICE 

The Annual General Meeting of the Karachi Zarthosti Banu Mandal will be held on Wednesday, December 9, 2020 at 

5:30 pm at the Manijeh Hommie  

Mehta Building, Sohrab Katrak Parsi Colony, Karachi. 

 Members are requested to note that strict SOPs will be followed at the AGM: 

1. Temperature will be checked on arrival at the Mandal Hall. 

2. Masks or face shields should be worn by all attending the AGM. 

3. Social distancing and avoiding hugs and handshakes is requested. 

 

 

 

AMENDMENT IN NATIONAL SAVING CERTIFICATES RULES  

REGARDING NOMINEES IN CASE OF DEATH OF INVESTOR 

Under the new changes in the Behbood Savings Certificates Rules 2003, the Defence Savings Certificates Rules 1966 and 

National Savings Deposit Accounts Rules, 1974 notified by the Federal Government on 29 April 2020,  in case of death of 

the certificate(s) purchaser/holder, the payment of principal amount and profit accrued thereon in respect of the 

certificates of the deceased will now be payable to his/her legal heirs according to succession certificate issued in 

accordance with the law for the time being in force.   This rule applies to all savings certificates, Defence savings 

certificates and Behbood certificates.     

Prior to this change the principal amount and profit accrued thereon in respect of the certificates of the deceased 

were payable to the person nominated by the certificate(s) purchaser/holder. 

Succession certificate can only be obtained from Court after demise of the certificate(s) purchaser/holder.   In that 

connection the following documents are usually required:  

·               Copies of the death certificate of the certificate holder 



·               Copy of CNIC of the deceased certificate holder 

·               Copies of the CNIC of the heirs 

·               Copies of the certificates in the name of the deceased certificate holder 

·               Family Registration Certificate from NADRA showing the family of the deceased and immediate heirs.  For more 

details on Family Registration Certificate refer to https://www.nadra.gov.pk/identity/identity-frc/ 

NOTE: This is not legal advice but only general information.  Please do seek the requisite advice/assistance before 

taking any action in this regard. 

  

 

Z-Clip 

Video: “The Servant of Pakistan: Jimmy Engineer” 

Honours “apro” Jimmy Fali Engineer 

 

As a tribute on the 143rd birth anniversary of 

Pakistan's National Poet Allama Iqbal, Asmaa 

Zia has made the above video, and writes that 

“I am honoured to make documentaries on 

the different aspects of the life and work of 

the legend Jimmy Engineer (Jimmy Fali), so 

that the world may know his dynamic 

personality.” 

In the forward of ‘Javed Namah’, Dr Hamid 

Yazdani, translator of Farsi Iqbaliyaat, 

documents that Allama Iqbal had a desire to 

have his greatest Farsi ‘Masnavi Javed Namah’ 

brought to canvas by some artist.  

The daunting task of painting exceptionally vivid and picturesque narrative was assigned to Jimmy, known for his 

paintings of landscapes of Pakistan and exquisite Pakistani architecture.  

“The mural Javed Namah is based on the spiritual philosophy of Iqbal and it was his great desire that some artist would 

do this poetry artistic justice. I don't know how far I have succeeded but I eventually completed it in the year 1982,” says 

Jimmy with his usual humility. 

Above video on Jimmy’s work has been created by Asmaa Zia and, produced by Cocoon Art and Entertainment. It can be 

seen at:  

https://youtu.be/0OvuHLX6HPY 

 

 

https://www.nadra.gov.pk/identity/identity-frc/
https://youtu.be/0OvuHLX6HPY?fbclid=IwAR34Fcu78JxKnSdczF5n_hb6roVr0h4sIvHTRfV_hoNvwx0-YnUKwMTDNd0


OUR FRIENDS 

Join the Zoom Session on 

Sunday 29 November 2020 at 8:00 am PST

 

 

MILESTONES 

Janam 
Zara, a baby girl to Naomi & Malcolm Irani, granddaughter to Villi & Ken Bhappu on 27 October 2020 in Houston, 

Texas, USA 

Zahan a baby boy to Delshad & Cyrus Irani, grandson to Dilnawaz & Jamshed Karanjia and Mitra & Arsheesh Irani on 5 

November 2020 in Sydney, Australia 

 

Maran 

Ex-Karachiite: NOSHIRWAN COWASJEE, husband of (late) Pervin Cowasjee, ex-husband of Bhicu Cowasjee, father of 

Natasha Mehta and Cyrus Cowasjee and, father in law of Daraius Mehta and Sharmeen Polad Cowasjee, on 31 October 

2020 in London, UK 

DHUN BURJOR JAGUS, beloved daughter of Khan Bahadur Sohrab and Winifred Mody, wife of (late) Burjor D Jagus, 

mother of Dhunjishaw B Jagus, sister to (late) Jeroo, Sarah, Phiroze and Sohrab, on 31 October 2020 



Ex-Karachiite NADER DARABSHAH GHADIALLY, husband of Homai Ghadially   fFather of Tushna & Kaikobad Kakalia, 

uncle of Hufriz Mavalvala (Vancouver) on 13 November 13, 2020 in London, England 

DINSHAW PHEROZE DARUWALA, husband of Khorshed Daruwala, brother of (late) Navaz Tengra and Villy Daruwala, 

father of Hilla & Nauzad Tantra and Aresh & Scherezade Daruwala on 17 November 2020 

DR NARGESE JEHANGIR TALATI, daughter of Shireen & Jehangir Maneckji Talati, sister of Dinar Yaseen Ali, Jehanara and 

Jamsheer Talati on 26 November 2020 

 

 

POSTING 

Vasanu available from Dilshad Aspi Irani. Mobile:  0300-2418970.  Landline: 35662959 and 

35660171 

>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

WHAT’S MORE 

Our Faith 

Ex-Karachiite Farhad Sidhwa, son of our late Ervard Godrej Sidhwa has sent the article below with the thought, “As 
the Parsee population shrinks in some cities or countries, we need to be aware of how to preserve our sacred Adaran 
fires where no Parsees are left. This is for information purposes only.” 

 

The Holy Fire In Adenwalla Agiary At Lonavala                                       

  

During the 1800s, Aden had become an 

extremely prosperous port city and a home to 

thriving business. About a thousand Parsis 

(Zarathustis) belonging to business and shipping 

community had settled in Aden by the end of 19th 

century. The Parsis also built a fire temple in 

Aden to cater to their spiritual and religious 

needs. 

A unique characteristic of Parsi religious fire - 

known as 'Atash' - is that it is an amalgamation of 

fire from 16 hearths, of which 14 are from 

different occupational hearths (fire from a 

blacksmith's hearth, shepherd's hearth, baker's 

hearth, etc.), 15th from a funeral pyre and the 

16th from a fire caused by natural lightning. The core and fundamental religious belief of the Parsis states that this 

religious fire - Atash - must remaining burning uninterrupted and must be protected at any cost so that the fire is not 

even seen by any non-Parsi. 

In 1967, the British left Yemen and the country became a hardcore communist country. With no respect to religious 

sentiments of anyone, the communist government of Yemen wanted to seize the Parsi temple, which would mean an 



end to the religious fire - that should have burned uninterrupted without the flames being doused. This was becoming 

difficult and so the Parsis started to look for another country where they can carry this fire. 

The land route of carrying this fire would be sacrilege as the holy fire would have to pass through Islamic territories, 

which would mean sacrilege. Another dilemma was that the fire could not be directly carried on ships as it is not allowed 

for the religious fire to be on water. Yemen was not coordinating and helping the Parsis with this problem of 'spiritual 

existence'. 

When things seemed grim for the Parsis, India agreed to host. The story doesn't end here, rather gets more 

interesting from here. It took a lot of diplomatic efforts to figure out a concrete plan - not just to bring the fire from 

Aden to India, but also by protecting all the religious sentiments. PM Indira Gandhi, Foreign Minister Y.B.Chavan and 

Field Marshal Sam Maneckshaw took the matter in their hands. It was planned that India will send an Air India Boeing 

707, manned by ALL-PARSI CREW, with Parsi priests to receive the fire from Aden. This was a difficult task because Air 

India needed Parsi pilots. There were a few, but they had been flying other planes and hence needed to train and 

complete flying hours needed to fly 707. After a lot of efforts, this finally happened on 14 November 1976. Captain Sam 

Pedder, a Parsi, took off for Aden. Once the flight landed, it was not touched by any ground staff at Aden airport to 

maintain the sanctity of the plane that would carry the holy fire.  

All along this, *Air India* had reconfigured this Boeing 707 first class to carry LIVE BURNING FIRE - first and only 

incident in the world when a plane has carried live fire in flight. With prayers, chants and all customs followed, the 

fire was loaded into the all-Parsi plane that took off for Mumbai. To prevent the fire from dying, sandalwood was 

continuously being added to it inside a pressurised plane cabin at the altitude of 30,000 feet. Any spark could have 

resulted in a massive catastrophe. Thankfully, with all care, the plane landed safely. Once it reached Mumbai, the fire 

again had to be protected from the sight of non-Parsis to protect the religious sentiments. It was planned by now that 

the holy fire would rest in a Parsi temple in Lonavala. The entire Mumbai - Lonavala stretch of road was blocked for 

public and a green corridor was created. The fire was unloaded and escorted by Parsis in cars and eight buses. The holy 

fire, finally, reached its new home in 1976. 

 

AND… 

 
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> 

Editor:  Sunnu F Golwalla 

Despatch: Last Saturday of the month. 



Previous Issues:  www.banumandal.com/what’s on 

Change of email: inform on kzbm1912@gmail.com to ensure continuity of receipt of newsletter. 

Input from Community Members only: on kzbm1912@gmail.com latest by last Thursday of the month. If received 

later it will be placed in the following issue. 

To unsubscribe:  Write UNSUBSCRIBE in subject line and email to kzbm1912@gmail.com 

 
 
For noting in your diary: 

Day/Date Time Venue Event and its details 
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